Skin Assessment

Lines? Loss of
Elasticity?
Maturing Skin?
Just because
we can’t stop
time doesn’t
mean we
can’t look
more youthful.
Choose your
Level of Treatment
to look a little or a
lot younger.
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Levels of Treatment for
Wrinkles & Maturing Skin
LEVEL 1: Mild signs of lines and wrinkles benefit from Hydrarejuvenation treatments. The gentle infusion of healing serums
into the epidermis thoroughly exfoliates while plumping up
fine lines and assist in breaking down clusters of melanin
without any irritation or discomfort. This procedure also
restores natural moisture production in the skin so that a
parched appearance and texture common in menopausal skin
becomes dewy and lustrous.
At home therapy combines anti-oxidant packed treatments
that are also full of moisture to cushion and protect the skin
and to keep a fresh complexion.
LEVEL 2: Rejuvenating peels will intensely exfoliate and
invigorate your skin- allowing the younger, healthier cells to
move to the surface faster. A bright and smooth complexion
that is firmer and softer to the touch results from just the right
amount of routine peels and anti-aging European facials to
relax the skin, mind, and body; especially in menopausal and
postmenopausal skin.
Maturing skin is extremely fragile and approximately 95% of
lines and wrinkles are caused by sun exposure so a highly
protective skincare system is the only way to help prevent
external aggressors from further destroying the epidermis.
LEVEL 3: Dermal Restructuring is the ultimate in anti-aging
treatment programs. With the Triniti program dermal
remodeling, tightening, and color correction is achieved. Give
your complexion a clean slate and a vital, youthful contour.
Watch crow’s feet and deep lip wrinkles fade away. Feel and
observe a lifted and illuminated visage. All of this without the
extremity of cosmetic surgery or the potential risks; not to
mention the obvious and embarrassing healing and recovery
time that comes with it. This is a way to fix it, not fake it.
Triniti series will encourage the epidermis to behave as it
did in its youthful state and will result in a natural change in
the resiliency and elasticity in the skin. This is maximum skin
rejuvenation at its fastest and most effective form for moderate
to severe concerns.
A cushioned, tighter, and more uniformed appearance is
maintained through scheduled chemical peels and anti-age
targeted skincare.
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